
This new cultural centre, opened in 2023 and situated in the heart of Nova
Ponente, is administered by the municipality. We are pleased to assist you
with the organisation and mediation with the municipality of Nova Ponente.

Capacity:
Main Room: 308 seats
Gallery Main Room: 70 seats
Small Meeting Room: 70 seats

The venue features a foyer, bar, kitchen, wardrobe, an outside area on the
ground floor and sanitary facilities (including barrier-free options).

Possible Room Arrangements:
Theatre
U-Shape
Classroom (with rectangular tables)
Standing (with high tables)

Audiovisual & Technical Equipment:
Projector, moveable screen, “Allen & Heath” sound system, microphone
High-speed reliable 4G internet connection provided with cable on stage
and wireless throughout the building
Power plugs on the sides of the rooms - extendable with cables

Illumination:
Remote-controlled, dimmable lights in all areas - Element control system
All meeting rooms offer plenty of natural light through large windows.
Light curtains offer privacy and provide some shade, heavy curtains
ensure complete darkness if required.

Additional Services:
Ganis Catering available on request (coffee breaks, light lunch, snacks
and finger food, also available on the outside during summer if the
weather permits) 
Water and stationary
Ganis Shuttle Service from the hotel to the venue (6 minutes’ drive from
Ganischgerhof)

Parking Spaces:
approx. 90 outdoor parking spaces in the immediate vicinity
underground car park with 40 parking spaces directly in front of the venue

Costs & Cancellation Policy:
The venue can be rented for half a day, a full day or for specific hours
upon request
rental costs including VAT - always for a full day

Main Room: 650 €
Small Meeting Room: 250 €
Kitchen: 265 €
Foyer incl. bar: 265 €

Cancellation free of charge (up to 30 days before the event)
a deposit of 500 € can be required upon request

FACT SHEET Cultural Centre NOVA TEUTONICA

We are delighted to assist with the organisation of your event!
Corrado Cignozzi  |  corrado@ganis.it  |  +39 331 347 5810

Have a look! Click here or scan the QR Code
to see more pictures of NOVA TEUTONICA.Municipality of Nova Ponente

in collaboration with

Via Schloss-Thurn 2, 39050 Nova Ponente

https://ganischger.px.media/share/1708463505hv1kJLbJThh2Pp

